C OMMUNIC ATIONS GUIDE

Hospitality
Trends and
Technologies
for 2022
A practical guide for understanding the trends
and innovations hospitality providers need to
evaluate when selecting new solutions and
technologies for the post-pandemic era.
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Introduction
The proliferation of always-on connectivity, loT, and smart devices has trained
today’s consumers to seek out autonomy, convenience, and personalization, and
expect customized, expedient service. Hospitality guests are no exception, and the
great competitive differentiator of the future for hospitality providers will be how
well they can harness technology to fulfill these guest expectations.
Digital solutions and devices specifically designed to manage hotel operations,
reservations, housekeeping, amenities, and more can enable greater efficiency and
profitability, while creating more personalized guest experiences. But, with so much
new technology flooding the space, where should today’s hoteliers start? How can
hospitality providers understand the technologies that have the capacity to move
the needle most in terms of guest satisfaction and revenue, and build a plan to
execute against them?
In this guide, we discuss the new trends and innovations to watch and provide
practical tips for evaluating and selecting service providers to implement new
technologies.

¹ https://industry.ehl.edu/hubfs/HI-Infographic-and-Documents/EHL-Hospitality_Innovation_Industry_Report_2018.pdf
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The “New Normal” Driving Digital
Trends and Technologies

50%

First off, let’s talk about why business as usual is out of the question. The past
two years have introduced a “new normal” that’s not going away, even as the
pandemic recedes. People will continue to work from home, stream and binge

Compared with pre-pandemic

entertainment, shop online and connect virtually in greater numbers than ever

statistics, 50%³ of guests now

before. While research shows that people are ready to get back to travel (two thirds

expect greatly improved WiFi at

of Americans plan to take “big trips” in 2022)2, the on-demand connectivity they’ve

hotels to meet their new needs.

grown accustomed to during these two years at home is now a part of the greater
consumer mindset. Hotels must be prepared to meet this new guest mindset.

Here are some other macro-trends
impacting hospitality:
4 in 10

SMBs driving

Business travel is undergoing a structural
shift as 4 in 10 business travelers say
they’ll never travel for work again.

SMBs are driving the market
by returning to business travel
faster than larger enterprises.

More than 1/2 won’t go back, 1/3 leaving industry

Hotels are facing severe staffing shortages
resulting from the pandemic, with more than
half⁴ of U.S. hospitality workers indicating they
won’t go back to their old jobs,

and more than 1/3 are leaving the
industry completely. As a result,
hotels are at risk of poor guest
experiences and reviews.

40% of travelers say they’re
looking to splurge in 2022

40% of travelers say they’re
looking to splurge in 2022²

their previous travel year.

43% anticipate workcation

Blended business and leisure travel (bleisure) is
becoming more prevalent, with an estimated 43%⁵
of business travelers anticipating they will take a
workcation soon, thanks to increased flexibility.

2

https://fortune.com/2021/10/09/what-is-revenge-travel-pandemic-covid-delta-variant/

3

https://www.hotel-online.com/press_releases/release/tourism-after-lockdown-hotel-guests-expect-normal-in-the-new-normal/

4

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-08/half-of-u-s-hospitality-workers-won-t-return-in-job-crunch

5

https://news.cision.com/simon-kucher---partners/r/new-study--there-is-plenty-of-pent-up-demand-for-summer-travel-and-workcations--are-the-new-trend,c3378109
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and globally spending

32% more globally than
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The “New Normal” Driving Digital
Trends and Technologies
The hotelier of today and tomorrow can keep pace with these trends and the
“new normal” - securing a competitive edge, increasing competencies, and
gaining the loyalty of savvy customers - by adopting the following technology
capabilities:
• SaaS and cloud-based systems and platforms that automate and simplify
• APIs that integrate the tech stack, enabling apps, systems and tools to
communicate and exchange data efficiently and effectively
• Voice activation systems that promote guest autonomy, comfort and self-service
• 5G as a standard feature to optimize streaming and smart device functions
• WiFi 6E to dramatically increase capacity, harden security and lower latency
• Internet bandwidth to support multiple devices per guest/room
• Contactless check-in, check-out, and keyless entry via personal mobile devices
• Guest data platform analytics that identify customer preferences and habits to
inform personalized promotions, services, and products
• Data protection with multi-layered cybersecurity and privacy for secure data and
transactions
• AI-driven and virtual reality technologies for service requests, ordering, and
entertainment
• Robotics and smart sensors to increase maintenance efficiencies and self-service
centers
Now that we’ve covered the macro trends impacting hospitality, let’s turn our
attention to the technologies that can support hoteliers as they work to address
these trends and maintain the highest level of service possible.
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Internet Solutions
Great Internet access is the number one requirement for guests and is mission
critical to property operations. Seamless, always-on WiFi for guest devices and
hotel systems/management is no longer an amenity… it’s a necessity.
As we stated above, hotel guests have increased connectivity demands. They
expect fast, free, always-on connectivity to support their growing number of
devices. The average number of connected devices a person owns ranges
from five to nine6, and the trend line is moving upwards. As guests inevitably
bring more of these devices on their travels, hotels must be prepared to provide
adequate support. Guests are using these devices to video conference, download
entertainment and large files, connect with social media and livestream their
vacation experiences. To support the modern guest, hotels will need to dramatically
increase their network bandwidth and lower latency through technologies like
WiFi 6E, which is a revolution in terms of increasing speed and lowering latency.
WiFi 6E will change how we design networks and harden security (WPA3), and
it will be key to delivering a seamless Internet experience as the number of devices
per room increases and guest expectations rise.
It’s not just the guest who is well-served by fast, reliable WiFi. Hotel operations,
security systems, environmental controls, and business and guest services all
depend on well-engineered WiFi network monitoring and management. All the
cool features and capabilities that guests want – from contactless check-in to
keyless entry - are worthless if the network they’re running on cannot support them.

6

https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/3452063/Whitepapers/The%20Case%20for%20Managed%20Wi-Fi%20
in%20Multi-Dwelling%20Units%20(MDUs)%20-%20WP.pdf
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One final component to add to this mix is conferences. As we see a dramatic
resurgence in conferences – both in-person and hybrid – hotels need to assess
the strength and security of their network configurations. A network provider that
can help hotels scale up and down to meet the demands of event and conference
attendees not only lessens the burden on hotel IT staff but also provides hotels
with a point of differentiation they can tout to meeting planners and conference
organizers.
To ensure reliable connectivity and automatic failover protection from outages,
hotels need to assess the health of their networks and address the following:
• Bandwidth capacity
• Latency issues
• WAN traffic prioritization
• ISP provisioning
• Load-balancing
• Security
• Equipment efficacy
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Internet Solutions
The right service provider can institute network management and monitoring to
handle these tasks for you. When configured properly, these critical features deliver
the increased efficiencies, speed, scalability, and reliability required to meet business
needs and guest expectations.
When selecting a service provider, hotels should evaluate whether they have
seasoned professionals and success stories that support their delivery claims.
Are they working with best-in-class technology partners? Are they meeting
the network and WiFi needs for events and conferences? Is there a robust

As of 2021, 61%⁷ of consumers
stated their expectations for digital
services have changed forever,
and they will no longer tolerate
poor performance. An additional
72% of consumers believe it’s the
responsibility of the brand to ensure
that digital services work perfectly.

cybersecurity solution in place to secure the privacy and protection of business
and guest data? All this and support that’s available 24/7/365 are must-haves.

Capabilities

Internet
Solutions

Features to Evaluate
WiFi as a standard for guests and full back office
LAN/WAN/SD-WAN management
ISP provisioning, load-balancing, and support
Network analytics
Network and bandwidth managed services
Security-driven network designs
Conference center WIFI services and support
24/7/365 support

7

https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2021/07/27/consumers-digital-services/
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Contact Center Services
The efficiency of your contact center is critical to your brand reputation and your
bottom line. Your contact center should provide flexibility and scalability to meet
demands, with minimal wait times and missed calls, and provide the coverage
you need to be it 24x7 or after hours and overflow coverage - all done by agents
with a sales mindset to deliver high conversion rates and superior levels of
customer service.
More than just answering calls, agents must demonstrate knowledge of your
brand, property features and amenities to engage with customers and increase
conversions. If you partner with a provider that uses tenured and experienced

Companies that provide an emotional
connection with customers
outperform the sales growth of their
competitors by 85%. Empathetic

agents who are trained in brand immersion, your calls will be handled in a manner

agents who are trained in brand

consistent with your reputation. A provider’s training protocols and agent retention

immersion drive higher sales and

speak volumes about their service proficiencies.

better customer experiences.

However, calls aren’t the only way guests engage with a property. Social media,
email and chat functions also require the support of trained contact center agents
who can speak the language of your brand and deliver personalized service.

8

https://deloitte.wsj.com/articles/checking-in-on-the-next-gen-hotel-guest-experience-1529899340
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There are other features that can
truly differentiate one provider
from another.
During the frequently arduous process of selecting a contact center provider,
look for the features that set these strategic partners apart and deliver the most
comprehensive coverage to meet your needs and guest-centric goals.

Capabilities

Contact
Center

Request-to-Call
Offering Request-to-Call
can optimize bookings and
customer satisfaction.

Features to Evaluate
Centralized voice reservations
24/7/365 inbound call services
Social media engagement for brand representation
Email support with Click-to-Chat function; increasing conversions
Request-to-Call function for enhanced guest response and bookings

Click-to-Chat
Emails with a Click-to-Chat feature
can turn clicks into calls that provide
customer feedback and clarity and
increase your conversion rates.

Hotel group desk for specialized large group bookings
Loyalty program management and support
Agents with brand immersion and knowledge for consistent representation
Multilingual options for global guest support
Transparent real time reporting of volumes and results, by property, online

Social
engagement
People are talking about your
company online, constantly. A
well-trained contact center can
join those conversations to engage
your advocates and turn negative
reviewers into brand loyalists.
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Voice Systems
Flexible, reliable, and consistent communication between guests and staff is
essential, but aging voice equipment and services can disrupt daily operations,
creating maintenance headaches and unnecessary costs. The right provider can
deliver solutions that future-ready your voice systems - modernizing your telephony
through:
• Cloud-hosted PBX systems that decrease costs, downtine, and maintenance
issues, while improving operations.
• Updates to legacy on-premise PBX systems that increase productivity and lower
operating costs.
• SIP Trunking transitions PBX systems to the Internet with a scalable solution that
can be configured dynamically to meet your ever-changing needs much more
cost-effectively than legacy connection technologies.
• Turnkey packages that deliver feature-rich solutions, including wake-up calls,
voicemail, and auto-attendant services.
• Call accounting that provides data that provides information about customer
behaviors and preferences and improves operations.
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In addition to all the economical and operational benefits updated telephony can
bring to a hotel, there are also new regulations that require upgrades to voice
systems. For example, by August 2, 2022, carriers and hotels must retire their
existing POTs lines and upgrade to more advanced solutions. As of January 6,
2022, hotels must meet compliance regulations for 911 dispatch and routing.
Every room within a hotel must accommodate direct dialing to 911, with
location accuracy and expediency. If your system does not meet compliance
requirements, you could face heavy fines, increased costs, and discontinuation of
your phone service. You want to partner with a service provider that can meet your
communications, safety, and compliance concerns for all staff and guests.

Capabilities

Voice
Systems

Features to Evaluate
Hosted and on-premise PBX’s with scalability
SIP trunking
Hosted voice auto-attendant
Hosted voicemail
Enterprise call data and call accounting
Solutions to sunset POTS lines
E911 compliant routing and dispatch from guest rooms
and throughout property
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Managed IT Services
Outsourcing various business operations has been a growing practice for many
industries, and the trend has gained momentum as a result of Covid-19’s impact on
job loss and migration. The hospitality industry is leveraging this approach to offset
skilled IT staff shortages, cut costs, and to ensure a robust infrastructure that will
sustain a competitive edge.
Although outsourcing IT can cut costs by as much as 30-50%, it’s not the
sole reason for procuring managed services. By eliminating the need for active
recruitment, hiring, and training, you free up your in-house teams to work on core
initiatives and improve the customer experience, while your IT provider delivers
skilled support for systems management, data security, technology updates

Freeing up resources to focus on
core business is the most widely
cited reason for outsourcing IT
functions, at 49%. Saving money
is secondary, but still a top priority.

and malfunction troubleshooting. Additionally, you reap the benefit of the latest

About 46% say outsourcing lets

technology stack, with expert guidance for mapping out technology priorities and

them access skill sets that aren’t

setting realistic goals.

available in-house.

Managed IT services offer incredible benefits for the hotelier navigating the new
normal. Rather than pulling in-house staff to troubleshoot disruptions, skilled
technicians can be dispatched at a moment’s notice to resume business operations
quickly. More than just troubleshooting, they can take on the arduous task of
multi-vendor management. Hoteliers deal with a myriad of systems from elevators
and circuits, to the Internet, POS, time clocks, etc. Most lack a full-time systems
manager. Your managed IT provider can oversee all systems and vendor contracts
with expert guidance and conflict resolution.
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A new component of this sector is Virtual Guest Services. Some hotels are
implementing AI-powered Interactive Voice Response (IVR) solutions to help
them offload low-value guest calls such as what time the gym, restaurant, or pool

Today’s guests are increasingly
looking for high-tech experiences.

open. These tools can also automate the delivery of guest amenities, like towels or

The trendiest hotels are leveraging

toothpaste, ensuring that guest needs are met without routing these calls through

features to better serve their

the front desk. Often, these systems cover a wide swath of technologies – from

guests, like mobile contactless

standard telephony to chat, social media, and text – so they meet the needs of
guests on their terms. And because these systems are powered by AI, they get
smarter with each guest interaction – meaning they learn what inquiries your

room keys, voice-controlled room
controls, AI service deliveries and
smart amenities to fully customize
the in-room experience.

guests make most and continually improve their responses, delivering a
high-quality guest interaction each time.
Capabilities

Managed
IT Services

Features to Evaluate
Use KPI’s to understand call patterns and guest needs
Conference Internet services with pre-event network assessments
and consultation
Skilled IT technicians dispatched via one call for immediate disruptions
resolution - 24/7/365
Network engineering and on-site technology audits
Regularly scheduled preventative maintenance
Vendor management to resolve issues and keep systems at peak
performance with minimal disruption
Cost containment expertise with telco management, asset refurbishment,
and service bundle guidance
Business intelligence guidance through program evalutations, advisory
services and space utilization design
Intelligent IVR solutions to offload low-value call volume
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What to Look for in a
Service Partner
Now that you have an idea of the trends and technologies impacting the market,
let’s discuss how to evaluate a potential service provider. Your selection of a service
partner should be influenced by its ability to deliver on core capabilities and services
that will drive your business initiatives and enable you to achieve and maintain a
competitive edge in the marketplace.
Here are a few initial questions to consider:
• How long has the provider been in business? Organizations that can
demonstrate years of successful service and progressive solutions are preferred.
• Are the provider’s executives deeply invested in the hospitality space in terms
of experience and understanding of pain points and trends? Hospitality is an
industry with unique demands. You want a provider who is led by veterans with
industry knowledge and expertise.
• Is the provider recognized as a leader in the industry? Awards, high profile
customers and industry expertise cannot be overstated.
• Can the provider demonstrate expertise in the form of success stories and
references? If a provider cannot provide references, case examples and strong
proof points, you should take them off your list.
• Does the provider offer robust training and support? So much of a good
partnership comes down to support - not only the 24/7 call agent kind, but also
thoughtful training to successfully manage issues on-site.
• Can the provider offer a comprehensive, single-vendor solution? Being able to
connect all these technology needs under one MSA not only leads to a more
productive, integrated partnership, but also drives cost efficiencies and more
demonstrable ROI.
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The Value of a Single Provider
The business value of selecting a single provider for technology, contact center, and
support can’t be overstated. A single provider can deliver service on all levels to
develop a comprehensive connectivity experience that creates a unified extension
of your brand voice and promise.
Consider these questions:
• How much time do employees waste working with and coordinating multiple
service providers?
• How much time could you save if you had a single service provider for all services?
• How much time is spent resolving help desk tickets and fielding support calls?
• What is your unanswered or dropped call ratio every month?
• Are you benefiting from bundled service discounts?
• What are some of the other hidden costs of not having technology, contact
center solutions, and support from a single vendor?

Choosing the Right Provider
for Your Needs
Ultimately, selecting a service provider that can deliver on all of these capabilities
and features will offer the most comprehensive, cost-effective, consistent and
efficient solution for your communications technology and contact center service
goals. Through careful evaluation and comparison, your chosen service provider
should optimize your operations and brand presence today, while equipping your
team to deliver the ultimate guest experience.
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The Cloud5 Difference
For the last 20 years, Cloud5 Communications has helped some of the world’s
most recognized and discerning brands deliver exceptional customer experiences
through a combination of the best-in-class technology, expert support, and a
world-class contact center.
We can help you deliver the service that your brand promises and your customers
demand, with a fraction of the resources and zero compromise.
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About Cloud5 Communications
Cloud5 is the leading communications technology and services provider to
customer-centric brands across the Americas. The company’s fast, reliable Internet
solutions and flexible voice systems enhance the guest experience and resident
satisfaction at more than 5,000 hotels, MDUs, and commercial facilities. Cloud5’s
award-winning Contact Center combines innovation with skilled agents to deliver
sales and service that add value across any channel. The company’s comprehensive
Managed IT services include Vendor Management, Dispatch & Onsite Support,
Help Desk Support, Virtual Guest Services, and more to help customers control
operating costs and free up internal resources.
Contact Cloud5 today to discuss how we can support all your
hotel’s communications needs. Or call us at 1 (877) 241-2516.
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